Inseparable Difference

Intro
Drums—Becket Cerny
Bass—Will Speiser
Piano—Adam Rochelle
Guitar—Isaac Butler-Brown
Clarinet—Josh Davidoff
Tenor Sax—Sam Anschell
Alto Sax—Dan Bachman
MC'd by Jonah Toussaint

Sentimental Mood/...For the Past
Drums—Becket Cerny
Bass—Will Speiser
Piano & Synthesizer—Adam Rochelle
Guitar—Isaac Butler-Brown
Vocals—Mimi Goldstein
Poem by Destiny Polk

A Biography
Drums—Becket Cerny
Bass—Isaac Butler-Brown
Piano—Adam Rochelle
Clarinet—Josh Davidoff
Alto Sax—Willie Molski
Tenor Sax—Sam Anschell
Baritone Sax—Dan Bachman
Trombone—David Whitehouse
Trombone—Lydia Elmer
Trumpet—Hannah Gillis
Trumpet—Liam Shugrue
Poem by Gwen Freudenheim

Life is Fine
Guitar—Isaac Butler-Brown
Poem by Langston Hughes

Progression
Drums—Becket Cerny
Bass—Will Speiser
Guitar—Isaac Butler-Brown

Local
Drums—Becket Cerny
Bass—Will Speiser
Piano—Adam Rochelle
Guitar—Isaac Butler-Brown
Distant Lover

Chef is:
Drums—Henry Kinder
Bass—Anthony Dean
Piano & Synthesizer—Adam Rochelle
Guitar—Isaac Butler-Brown
Tenor Sax—Max Luton
Alto Sax—Willie Molski
Vocals—Lydia Elmer
Vocals—Mimi Goldstein
Vocals—Annie Flom
MC’d by Miles Mcleod
Poem by David Peck

Barter

Lydia Elmer
Daphne Gampel
Eva Moskowitz
Mimi Goldstein
Annie Flom
David Peck
Babe Howard
Poem by Sarah Teasdale

Outro

Totogi—Eiji Frye
Krobotsi—Eliza Mckenna
Kaganu—Ben Saldich
Kaganu—Jack Gorman
Axatsi—Becket Cerny
Piano—Adam Rochelle
Bass—Will Speiser
Guitar—Isaac Butler-Brown
+all the vocalists

Poems by Christian Black, Destiny Polk and Jonah Toussaint